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This examination under the new syllabus consisted of 5 compulsory questions (Question 1 for 30 marks,
Question 2 for 25 marks, Questions 3 ,4, 5 at 15 marks each).

Most candidates (90%) attempted all five questions and there were no any evidence of poor time management.
The number of candidates who attempted compulsory Question 1 and 2 last showed good performance in all
other questions and had enough time to gain sufficient marks and receive an overall pass. Amongst the other
compulsory questions 3 to 5, Question 3 was the most frequently omitted. Question 3 was not as difficult
question as it first appeared, but required technical knowledge in both general VAT rules and claw-back
rule.Those candidates who attempted this question gained sufficient marks to receive an overall pass mark.
Some candidates showed really good performance both in question 3 and overall.

Question 5 was the most popular question among the candidates, and they gained good marks for the work
done.

Excellent answers were presented by many for questions 1 and 2 and high marks were achieved by a number of
candidates.

The overall performance of candidates was good, with a number of candidates appearing to be very well prepared
for the examination.

Workings were generally shown but were at times very difficult to follow. I would say most candidates wrote
different parts of the same question on different pages without sequence and without clear reference or link
between them.

Each question should be started on a new page and candidates must give more thought to the layout and
organisation of their answers.

As a result of all compulsory questions this exam may have appeared to be more difficult for candidates but in
reality candidates were well prepared and the overall performance was very good.

Question 1
This 30-mark question tested candidates’ ability to cope with the various aspects of core subjects of profits tax
and VAT. Transitional rules for VAT were not examined and this fact is stipulated in the syllabus.

Overall the question was well answered with few outstanding answers. Candidates often demonstrated good
appreciation of the practical aspects of the scenario described in the question, especially in the calculation of
fixed assets tax depreciation, interest expenses, limitations for both voluntary medical and life insurance.
Performance might be better if candidates could improve their presentation skills and try to be more attentive to
the scenario.

Common errors included:
Part a)
 ignoring the scenario statement regarding VAT exclusive figures for processing services
 applying incorrect formula to allocate direct expenses between cost of goods sold and balance to be carried

forward (or sometimes spent precious time on applying allocation % on indirect expenses instead of direct
expenses highlighted in the scenario)

 calculating depreciation based on VAT inclusive amounts of passenger car and mini van book values and
frequently forgetting about the quantity of fixed assets

 incorrect calculation of bad debt additional charge for the year 2007 in spite of the comprehensive data in
the scenario for such calculation
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 forgetting the calculation of forex on USD loan as well as forex on interest on this loan.

Part b)
 ignoring the scenario statement on the limited number of invoices for processing services resulting in a lower

VAT recovery figure than that based on full amount given
 not applying the VAT recovery figure for entertainment expenses allowable within the limit for profits tax

purposes

However, in the answers to all parts for question 1, many candidates gave good answers demonstrating clear
understanding of the profits tax principles.

Question 2
In part a) of question 2 technical aspects were aimed at examining taxable and deductible items as well as
application of different deductions for personal income tax purposes. The common mistakes were the following:

(i) personal income tax withheld by the fashion agency
 including medical expenses paid by employer in the taxable base
 including voluntary medical insurance paid by employer for Valentina in her taxable base
 excluding contributions to the voluntary pension fund from the taxable base without any explanation
 incorrect split of loan amount according to relevant calendar days for calculation both deemed and actual

interest for imputed interest on corporate mortgage loan

(ii) final settlement of Valentina’s personal income tax
 winning in casino was included in taxable base under 35% rate
 property deduction for one room due to short ownership period (less than 3 years) was not applied in the

amount of 1,000,000 RR
 including interest not paid during the year 2007 into the housing incentive amount for purchase unfinished

cottage
 increasing the maximum available housing incentive amount by other related expenses
 imputed interest income on the USD bank loan under the tax rate 35% - however, good answers were

received in many scripts for the interest calculation.

In point b) the answer requires knowledge about the prohibition of property deduction between close relatives for
a sale transaction. Some of the candidates indicated this fact clearly but there are a number of others who just
wrote some irrelevant information to this particular transaction of selling a room to her brother.

However, the educational deduction for her son, property deduction for car sale, exemption for low interest
benefit during the grace period and application of other allowances and deductions were correctly shown by most
of candidates.

Overall the performance to this question was really good with many candidates gaining significantly high marks.

Question 3
Question 3 related to VAT issues seemed to be the most difficult question for candidates. However, many
candidates did attempt this question.

The aim of part a) for question 3 was to examine the rules for calculating VAT liability taking into account rules
for ordinary sales, export sales, return of goods and prepayments.

As a result, this part of question was well done and candidates seemed to be well prepared with the only
problem being the calculation of VAT on coupon interest for the promissory note.
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Part b) of this question was one of the most frequently omitted among the candidates’ answers. It would appear
that there was a general lack of technical knowledge for VAT claw-back rules since part b) was not difficult in
principle. A typical mistake in this part was ignoring the requirements and writing some general knowledge
regarding sales of fixed assets which were not relevant to the particular situation given in the scenario.

Question 4
This question focused on both the personal income tax and unified social tax aspects related to an employee of
Orchids who has an additional gain from sales of listed shares.

Many candidates who attempted this question were successful with part a) of the question; the outcome was the
following:
 Imputed interest on loan from employer was calculated correctly with the application of correct PIT rate-35%
 Sales income from listed shares was calculated correctly based on actual price
 All expenses related to sales income were also calculated with the correct values
 Interest related to financing of shares purchase was not done correctly by many candidates who forgot

splitting the loan period depending on CBR rate interest change

With regard to part b) some candidates explained correctly Vyateslav’s entitlement for property deduction for the
amount of net sales income since the ownership period exceeds three years.

Question 5
Part a) of the question required candidates to calculate personal income tax on dividend income. Many
candidates attempted this part successfully and they got very good marks based on their knowledge of dividend
income calculation.

Part b) of this question covered personal income tax and unified social tax issues for both the person working
under labour agreement and his wife working under civil law agreement.

One of the common mistakes in part b) i) was the inability to carry out the calculation of gross salary for Yura
with the relevant UST figure based on a formula which, although not difficult in itself, required knowledge and
understanding of unified social tax regressive rates.

Part ii) b) was answered properly by many candidates who attempted this question, clearly identifying the
deductible items (medical insurance) and exempted items (mother capital) for personal income tax. Correct rates
for UST were applied for civil law agreement by a large number of candidates.

Overall this question was one of the best answered questions among the candidates.


